Global Syndicated Loan Market News & Analysis

our service

About us
Loan Radar provides a comprehensive real-time news service
on investment and sub-investment grade loans, M&A and
leveraged finance, emerging markets, project, property and
asset finance. It has become a benchmark for quality financial
journalism and a highly respected source of information.
Lenders and borrowers who access Loan Radar find the
information invaluable, helping them in the process of key
decision making.
Loan Radar is an independent company staffed by
experienced professionals who have extensive knowledge
of the global syndicated loan markets. Our depth of market
penetration allows us to react in a swift and unbiased manner
to report on current market activity sourced directly from
banking professionals.
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Wide product range for a single fee.
Loan Radar offers a wide range of products in one user-friendly
site designed to help subscribers customise their requirements
to maximum effect.
Daily coverage of current market news, developments and
articles are sent via email or can be accessed via the website.
Users can create bespoke accurate historical data reports
using the Loan Radar Database.
We charge a single fee for a site license which allows an
unlimited amount of users in that geographical area to have
access to the news and data covering a wide range of loan
products across EMEA and North America.
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Homepage
Rollover the sections on the website
screen grab for more information
about our service. Please click to view
the relevant page and click again to
return to this screen.
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Contact us
For more information on our products and services, please contact:
Sales team: 		
enquiry@loanradar.co.uk
		
+44 (0)20 7832 0826
Editorial team: loans@loanradar.co.uk
		
+44 (0)20 7832 0823

Free trial
Request a free trial today to see why so many market
professionals select Loan Radar as their primary real-time
news service.
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